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HEAVY- ELEMENT NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

' G.J. Mathews

University of California

' Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore CA 94550

ABSTRACT

New measurements and theoretical studies of nuclear properties,

together with new astronomical data on the growth of heavy-element

abundancess during the early history of the Galaxy, now provide a clearer

picture of where in nature the elements heavier than iron are produced by

rapid (r-process) and slow (s-process) neutron capture reactions. The

nuclear data suggest that the r-process involves a high-neutron-density

beta-flow equilibrium environment and that the s-process may have occured

at a temperature and neutron density consistent with a 13C(_,n)160

neutron source. The astronomical data, when compared with simple galactic

chemical evolution models, suggests that the r-process is associated with

type II supernovae and that the neutron source must be manufactured by the

star. Low-mass type II supernovae are proposed as the most important

contributors to the r-process. A 13C neutron source in intermediate-

mass stars is proposed for the s-process.

I. INTRODUCTION

lt has been known for over three decades that the solar-system

abundance of elements heavier than iron must have been produced by

neutron-capture reactions.l"3 In the r-process neutron captures occur
_D

on time scales much shorter than typical beta-decay lifetimes so that
#

sequential neutron captures lead to the production of extremely

neutron-rich isotopes. Later, these isotopes beta decay back to the

regime of stable atomic nuclei. In the s-process neutron captures occur __

much more slowly than typical beta-decay times so that the capture flow is _t _'_[

-L_-...... _, ,_-,r-_h,m= -rL_le r_N,'_.lI_,AFZ-NTIR LINLIMITED
l_al__n_u ,_-.',__-., , .......
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along stable nuclei. These two processes are schematically indicated on

Figure i.

....... The r-process is probably the most poorly understood of the stellar

• nucleosynthesis mechanisms. One reason for this lack of understanding has

been that the extremely neutron-rich isotopes formed during the r-process

° have been virtually impossible to study in terrestrial laboratories.

Another reason is that abundances of these elements are so rare that they

have been difficult to observe astronomically. In this paper we review

some important recent progress in both of the areas of nuclear properties

and astronomical abundances which contribute substantially toward

unraveling the mystery as to which of the _any proposed sites for

heavy-element synthesis are most appropriate.

One important development is that, for the first time,

measurements 4"8 have been made of some of the crucial beta-decay rates

for the highly unstable nuclei produced during the r-process. There are
9

also reliable neutron-capture cross sections for s-process elements.

Such measurements allow one to piace constraints 7'8 upon the neutron

densities and temperatures appropriate to heavy-element synthesis. The

other development is the accumulation of recent astronomical stellar

abundance determinations I0"14 for elements which are largely produced by

either the r-process or s-process. Such observations show the growth of

heavy-element abundances during the early history of the Galaxy and

provide indications of the kind of stellar objects which could contribute

to heavy-element nucleosyntheis.

II. THE R-PROCESS

At least ten possible sites for r-process nucleosynthesis have been

proposed over the past forty years, lt was initially suggested (along

with the first discussions of heavy-element nucleosynthesis I) that the

r-process could be associated with supernovae. A number of models were

developed 15"19 to describe how heavy nuclei might be produced in the

regions just outside neutronized supernova cores. Unfortunately, none of

the models were able to produce and eject r-process abundance yields c_f

the correct magnitude and relative abundances to explain the solar-system

abundances in a realistic and self-consistent manner.
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Because of the difficulties with supernova-core models, a number of

other possibilities have been studied with varying degrees of success.

Ali of the proposed r-process sites can be divided into two catagories'

, Those in which the r-process elements are produced as primary products

directly in a star (e.g. from a photodissociated neutron-rich nucleon

, gas); and those in which the r-process elements are secondary, i.e.

requiring the presence of preexisting heavy "seed" nuclei which undergo

neutron capture reactions to produce the r-process elements. In the

former catagory are included high-temperature, neutron-rich environments

such as shock 20 or jet 21"24 ejection of material from neutronized

supernova cores as mentioned above, or other scenarios such as may be

encountered in inhomogeneous big-bang cosmologies 25'26, or ejecta from

binary neutron-star tidal disruption 27"29 or coalescence. 30 In the

latter catagory are included numerous less neutron-rich and lower

temperature environments such as, nova outbursts 31, shock-induced

explosive helium 32'33 or carbon 34 burning, the core helium flash in

low-mass stars 35, super-heated proton-rich helium burning in a

precollapse II MO star 36, neutron-star accretion disks 37, or

neutrino inelastic scattering in the outer envelopes of core-bounce

supernovae 38'39. Each of these proposed mechanisms has its advantages

and disadvantages. Ultimately it will only be possible to distinguish

among them through a careful compilation of nuclear and astronomical

data. lt is the intention of this paper to summarize briefly the

available nuclear and astronomical constraints. This will provide some

insight as to which of the proposed r-process sites is most likely to

contribute to the observed abundances.

II.i Solar-system abundances and nuclear properties

Figure 2 shows the solar-system r-process abundances obtained 40 by

subtracting the contribution from slow-neutron capture (s-process

nucleosynthesis) from solar-system abundance tables 41-43. The total mass

fraction for r-process elements is only-10 "7, i.e. r-process elements

account for only -104MQ of the -i0 II MG of material in the
i

Galaxy. The amount of r-process material produced per supernova o_,er the

history of the Galaxy (for a supernova rate 44 of - 10 .2 yr -I and an

age when the solar system formed of -1010yr) is then only -
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I04/(I0"2xi0 I0) _ 10 .4 MO Thus, the r-process either occurs

in a small subset of supernovae, or it occurs in a small region of

supernovae - smaller than the numerical zoning of many supernova models.

, Another striking feature in figure 2 is the presence of sharp peaks in

the r-process abundances near atomic mass numbers A - 130 and A = 195 (and

to a lesser extent A-80). Such narrow peaks suggest that most of the

solar-system r-process material was produced in a single well defined

environment rather than some combination of possibilities. Otherwise,

averaging over environments with different temperatures and neutron

densities might broaden the abundance peaks. The peaks are caused by

different nuclear properties associated 1,2 with the neutron closed

shells at N - 82 and 126 (see Fig. 1). At high density and temperature

(n,7) +-_ (7,n) equilibrium is established. The peaks are then

caused 1"3 by decreased beta-decay rates for nuclei near neutron closed

shells (waiting points). This environment is referred to as a "classical"

r-process. Its numerical formulation is well summarized in Ref. 2. For

the lower-neutron-density secondary r-process sites, the waiting-point

peaks are caused 45 by diminishing neutron capture rates near neutron

closed shells.

The prospect for understanding the conditions for the r-process was

recently improved by measurements of beta-decay lifetimes for the

waiting-point neutron-closed-shell nuclei, 130Cd (Ref. 4) and 80Zn

(Refs. 5,6). lt has been shown 4 that the r-process abundances in the

neighborhood of these peaks are in good agreement 7,8 with that expected

from both (n,7) and beta-flow equilibrium (approximate equality of

abundance times beta-decay rate).

This is argues that the r-process occurs in a classical (n,_)

equilibrium environment, lt is possible that a secondary r-process could

reproduce these data. However, we have studied a secondary steady-flow

r-process 45'46 in the vicinity of the A - 80 and 130 peaks. Using the

same beta-decay input data as in Ref.'s 7 and 8, the abundances can be fit

by adjusting the neutron capture cross sections within their uncertaint,,,

and maintaininB the neutron density above 1022 cm "3 to avoid over

' abundance of the doubly-closed-shell nucleus, 132Sn. A definitive

understanding of which environment best characterizes the r-process will

requir_ better neutron capture rates away from stability. In the future
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it may be possible to derive 47 sufficiently accurate neutron capture

rates from a combination of measured level structure and beta-delayed

neutron emission spectra. For the present time, however, the classical

, (n,v) environment seems most likely because of the remarkable

agreement with observed abundances.

, From the measured decay rates for waiting point nuclei one can

deduce 48 a critical neutron density at which the (n,v) rate is equal

to the beta rate. Using a direct-radiative-capture 48 estimate of 30

#b for the neutron capture cross section, a, and 280 ms for the

130Cd mean beta-decay lifetime, 8 rE, gives nn -

i/<av>r# - 1020 cm "3. For a classical r-process, this

corresponds to the minimum neutron density necessary to maintain the

waiting-point condition. 45 For a secondary r-process this represents an

estimate of the neutron density required for neutron capture to reach the

waiting point before beta decay, lt is difficult 49 for most secondary

r-process models to obtain neutron densities in excess of this critical

value, supporting the notion of a classical primary r-process.

The critical neutron density also determines the freezeout conditions

for the r-process. Figure 3 shows allowed values of neutron density

verses temperature 7,8 and the conditions necessary 45 for the

waiting-point approximation to be valid. Neutron source reactions are

quite temperature sensitive. Therefore, the r-process probably begins at

a higher temperature and significantly higher neutron density than the

critical neutron density as depicted in Figure 3. As the environment

cools and tl_e neutron density decreases the final observed abundances

result from the conditions just before the neutron density drops below the

critical value. This explains why the r-process peaks are so sharp.

While the neutron density may have been higher during the r-process, the

final observed abundances only reflect the condidtions during the short

time just before the neutron density droped below the critical value.

The fact that the the r-process appears to last long enough for

beta-decay flow to equilibrate allows for an estimate of the minimum time

duration for the r-process. Beta-flow equilibrium requires that the

r-process continue for at least about twice the mean beta-decay lifetime

of the slowest waiting-point nucleus (80Zn, rE = 540 ms5'6).

Thus, the r-process robably lasts for at least - I sec. This is
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comparable to the time for the r-process to flow from iron to actinide

nuclei ( - 2 sec7'8), and to the time required (- i sec) to shift the

33
s-process peaks to r-process peaks in a secondary r-process.

However, the time scale could be shorter if the neutron density is a

rapidly decreasing function of temperature and time. The r-process path

. may be further from stability where shorter beta-decay lifetimes imply a

shorter timescale for equilibration.

The new nuclear data have provided valuable clues as to the nature of

the r-process site. Although much more data for nuclei along the

r-process path are needed it appears most likely that the r-process occurs

in a classical primary environment. We also have a clearer picture of the

neutron density (- i020cm'3), temperature (- 109K), and time scale

(- i sec) for the r-process.

11. 3 Astronomical data and galactic evolution

Recently, numerous measurements have been made I0"13 of heavy-element

abundances on the surface of metal-poor stars. Such data display the

enrichment of r-p_ocess abundances during the history of the Galaxy.

Abundance correlations of nearly pure r-process elements (like Eu) can now

be constructed with respect to iron "seed" material over several orders of

magnitude in abundance.

One of the first exciting discoveries 14 was that the the r-process

abundances relative to iron in metal poor stars look much like the

solar-system r-process distribution. This important result confirms the

notion that the r-process is a unique event which always produces an

aibundance distribution similar to that observed in the solar-system.

The correlation of heavy-element abundances with iron are also useful

for two other reasons. For one, the astrophysical sites for the

production of iron are reasonably well understood 50"51 to be primary.

The other reason is that the abundance of iron over the history of the

Galaxy has been constructed 52 from studies of iron abundance as a

• function of stellar age. Therefore, correlations of r-process elements

with respect to iron also give information of the time history of the

r-process.

We know the nucleosynthesis mechanism for iron from the fact that the

light curve from ali types of supernovae (la, lh, and type II) are powered
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by the decay of radioactive 56Ni into 56Fe This fact was

established 53 by the observation of the growth of the Co absorbtion line

from 56Ni decay in the spectra of supernovae. There are theoretical

. reasons to expect that type la supernovae (and perhaps Ib's as weil) are

produced by the ignition of a thermonuclear runaway which produces ~ 0.5

MO of 56Fe per event. The production of 56Fe in type II

supernovae was calibrated by the explosion of SN 1987A in the large

magellanic cloud. The bight curve indicates 52 a yield of 0.07 MG

of Fe which is in good agreement with theoretical predictions 53 Thus' I

Fe is a primary element. This makes correlations of iron with r-process

elements useful. Primry r-process elements will grow at a similar rate to

Fe during the history of the Galaxy. Secondary r-process elements will be

delayed until iron has grown to a significant fraction of its present

abundance.

We have constructed models 55 for the evolution of the iron and

_6
r-process abundances based upon various rates" of star formation and

the relative probability of forming sta_s of differen'c masses and

estimates 57 of stellar lifetimes. Our models for iron production from

supernovae are constrained by observed supernova rates 44 and the iron

abundance as a function of stellar age 52.

Figure 4 shows the observed correlation I0°12 of the lOgl0 of the

Eu/Fe ratio relative to its solar-system value (designated by [Eu/Fe]) as

a function of [Fe/H] c,_mpared with a number of r-process scenarios. Eu is

a good indicator of the r-process since it is about 90% of pure r-p_ocess

40
origin in the solar system.

The fact that the observed Eu/Fe ratio is nearly constant for most of

this figure suggests that the r-process elements have increased along with

iron over the history of the Galaxy. This rules out a pregal_ctic

primordial source for the bulk of the r-process which appears as the

dashed line labeled "Primordial" in Figure 4. Nevertheless, tile

possibility of some primordial r-process (< 10 .3 of the so!sr abundance)

" remains an intriguing possibility 25'26 as a signature of baryon-number

inhomogeneities during the big bang.

The dashed line on Figure 4 labeled "All SN II" shows a calculation il_

which initially both the r-process elements and Fe are produced as primary

elements from type II supernovae. The decrease in the [Eu/Fe] ratio as
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[Fe/H] increases from -2.0 to +i.0 is a consequence of the fact that iron

is also produced by type I supernovae which eject their iron later.

There may be a decrease 12 in [Eu/Fe] for [Fe/H] < -2.0 (see however

Ref. 13). This drop suggests that the r-process begins a little bit later

than the processes which form iron. Since Fe is first produced in massive

stars, the fall off in [Eu/Fe] suggests that r-process elements are4

produced in lower-mass stars which explode later. The solid line in

Figure 4 labeled "Low-mass SN II" is from a model in which the r-process

occurs in type II supernovae with initial masses of I0-ii MQ.

The fact that low-mass stars may fit the abundances best is consistent

with results from computer models 53'58 for core-bounce supernovae.

Low-mass supernovae explode and eject neutronized core material more

easily. This conclusion is supported by SN 1987A, which had a high-mass

progenitor, and ejected only a small amount 54 of 56Ni. Thus, very

little neutron-rich core material (wh_[ch lies below the 56Ni) could have

been ejected either.

Nevertheless, this arguement is model dependent. For example, if the

production of Fe in SNe II is skewed toward more massive stars, this would

decrease the Eu/Fe ratio early on without constraining the r-process to

low-mass supernovae. Also we note that the precise mass range for the

r-process supernovae is dependent upon stellar age estimates. In some

models low mass stars evolve more quickly relative to high-mass stars than

our estimates. This could imply a lower mass range for r-process

supernovae.

The dot-dashed line on Figure 4 labeled "neutron star binaries" shows

a calculation of the prodiction of [Eu/Fe] from the merger 27-29 of two

neutron stars. The r-process is delayed by the time required for

gravitational radiation to bring the system to merger. We estimate this

time from the minimum orbital separation which allows two massive stars to

evolve to a neutron star. When either star is in the red-giant phase the

other star must be fac enough away tnat the helium envelope of the red

" giant is not lost by Roche-lobe overflow. Otherwise, the stars would

evolve 59 to carbon-oxygen white dwarfs rather than neutron stars.

' From this we deduce that the minimum orbital separation of a

neutron-star binary when formed is ~ 2.5 solar radii. This is comparable

to the separation of the blnary-pulsar candidate, PSR-1913+I6, which is at
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a separation distance of -1.5 sol_r radii. The time for gravitational

radiation damping of this orbit is - 109 yr which is too long to

reproduce the observations. However, if the binary is formed in a high

. eccentricity orbit, the orbital decay lifetime could be an order of

magnitude less. The [Eu/Fe] curve might then better follow the data.

. Also, the time scale for damping of a black-hole plus neutron-star system

would be more rapid than for a neutron-star binary.

The fact that the [Eu/Fe] remains very close to but slightly in excess

of the solar ratio as the iron abundance decreases by two orders of

magnitude argues against a secondary r-process in which the yield is

proportional to the preexisting heavy-element abundance. The dotted line

labeled "SN II = Z" on Figure 4 shows a model for such an r-process in

type II supernovae. Independent of model parameters, the Eu/Fe ratio is'

always below the solar-system ratio. However, even a secondary r-process

may produce yields which are independe,:t of the amount of preexisting seed

material as long as there is enough seed material available. The

r-process abundance yields depend upon the product of the neutron density

and the abundance of heavy seed material. However, the neutron abundance

depends upon th_ competition between neutron production and absorbtion by

capture reactions. Because the heavy nuclei have much larger neutron

capture cross sections, the average absorption cross section is dominated

by hea'_-elements once the abundance of iron and other heavy "seed" nuclei

has increased above a certain threshold. Increased r-process yields from

increased seed material can therefore be cancelled by the decreased

neutron density from neutron absorbtion and final r-process yields only

depend upon the neutron source abundance.

For a secondary r-process to be metallicity inuependent it is

therefore necessary for the neutron source to be independent of

metallicity. Examples of such sources are the 13C(_,n)160

reaction which utilizes 13C that has been manufactured in the star by

mixing hydrogen with 12C produced in the _.elium burning zone, 36 or

neutrino-induced neutron emission from carbon or helium in the outer

38,39
envelones of core-bounce supernovae.

0

One can estimate from the neutron capture cross sections that the

initial seed abundance must be [Fe/H] - -3 before the r-process yields are

metallicity independent. The dashed line on figure 4 labeled "SN II

-9-



Z/(a+Z)" shows a good fit to the observed [Eu/Fe] ratio based upon a

secondary r-process in which neutron capture on primary and secondary

nuclei has been included.

. A core-helium-flash model 35 for the r-process in low-mass stars (-

1-3 M®) is shown by a dashed line on Figure 4. The time delay fol

• such stars to contribute is too slow compared to the growth of iron.

Figure 4 also shows a model 37 in which r-process material is ejected

from neutron-star accretion disks. If the accretion occurs over a time

scale comparable to the galactic age, then the rate of ejection of

r-process material becomes proportional to the total number of neutron

star remnants. This scenario does not well fit the Eu/Fe ratio although

it may be possible to shorten the accretion time and improve the

agreement. In the limit of a short accretion time this scenario becomes

indistinguishable from the z/(a+z) model.

III. THE S-PROCESS

There have not been as many proposed sites for the s-process as for
/

the r-process. Based upon the relatively high threshold for neutron

producing reactions like 13C(_,n)160, it was at first proposed I

that the s-process occur during core helium burning. Later 60 core

carbon burning in massive stars was considered. By far, however, the most

popular proposed site for the s-process has been the thermal-pulse

instability associated with shell helium burning in intermediate-mass

stars on the asymptotic giant branch. 61,62 The most popular neutron

source reaction has been 22Ne(_,n)25Mg, but the 13C source has

also been considered. Recently, 63 double helium-star binary coalescence

has also been proposed.
lr,,

The main distinction between the various proposed s-process sites is

in the temperatures associated with the thresholds for the source

reactions, lt is possible to infer an s-process temperature and neutron

density by studying the various branchings for long-lived unstable nuclei

along the s-process path. 3'9 Figure 5 shows a recent fit to the s-only

' nuclei in which a relatively low temperature associated with a 13C

neutron source was derived. A fit which accounts for the uncertainty in

the branchings, however, tends to indicate a higher temperature 9
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characteristic of a 22Ne source.

Figures 6 and 7 show the difference between the expected oehavior of

the [Ba/Fe] ratio for the two po sible s-process neutron sources in

intermediate-mass sta_s. Since 22Ne i_ a ,seuondary element requiring

preexisting C, N, and O, it is always delayed relative to iron. The data

' are much more compatible with a primary 13C,like neutron source.

IV. CONCLUSION

b

There are stil I large uncertainti_ in the available constraints on

the asurophysical s_te fc_rheavy-element nucleosynthesis. If I had to bet

_i what the site is, I would guess that the r-process occurs in low-mass

type II supernovae. Thls is the only site which provides both a classical

r-process and is consistent with the stellar anundancw ratios. For the

s-process I would go with a 13C neutron source in intermediate-mass

stars. Although the nuclear data may be most consistent with a 22Ne

temperature, only 13C is consistent with the stellar abundances.
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Figure Captions

Figure i. A schematic view of the isotopes produced during the

r-process.

Figure 2. An example of solar-system r-process abundances from the

analysis of Ref. 40.

Figure 3. Neutron densities and temperatures consistent with observed

r-process peaks and measured beta-decay rates from Refs. 7

and 8. Also shown are the conditions for which the

" classical waiting-point approximation is valid from Ref.

45. The uncertainty in the allowed conditions is due to the

uncertainty in the nuclear mass predictions away from

stability. The thick arrow is a schematic illustration of

the temperatures and densities produced in an r-process
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environment before freezeout at nn ~ 1020 and T -

I09K.

• Figure 4. Correlation of [Eu/Fe] with [Fe/H]. The points are data

from Refs. 10-12. The curve labeled "Primordial"

• corresponds to a,, r-process occuring before the galactic

production of iron. The curve labeled "Ali SN II"

corresponds to a primary r-process occuring in ali type II

supernovae. Similarly the curve labeled "Low-mass SN II" is

for a primary r-process occuring in I0 to ii MQ

stars• The curve labeled "SN II = Z" corresponds to a

secondary r-process with yields proportional to the star's

_nitial metaliicity, and the curve labeled "SN II

Z/(a+Z)" is for a secondary r-process which depends upon the

initial metallicity but has a primary neutron source. The

other three curves are for a core-helium-flash r-process in

low-mass stars, an r-process occuring in neutron-star binary

coalescence, and neutron-star accretion disks as labeled.

For the core-helium-flash and accretion-disk models the

initial rise in [Eu/Fe] at [Fe/H] ~ -2.0 is due to the

s-process contribution to Eu. The r-process contribution

does not appear until [Fe/H] - -i.0 in these models.

Figure 5. Fit to s-process s-only nuclei from ref. 64.

Figure 6. Calculated (line) s-process [Ba/Fe] ratio vs. [Fe/H] for a

13C neutron source in intermediate-mass stars compared

with the data (dots).

Figure 7. Calculated (line) s-process [Ba/Fe] ratio vs. [Fe/H] for a

22Ne neutron source in intermediate-mass stars compared

with the data (dots).
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